June 13, 1915
My Dear Father
Although we are only six miles from the trenches, we never hear any war news. The only thing we do
know is when there is a battle on this end. We can hear the guns and see the flashes and lightening, and
tonight, oh, it is simply terrible. It is just the same as thunder and lightning and to think that every flash
means so many deaths!
It is horrible. We do get terrible cases in. I know if you saw the poor patients, you would wonder how
they could possibly live. It is impossible to sleep lots of nights.
War certainly is HELL
Tonight I am writing by the light of candle. We can’t get any sleep. And have been watching the flashes
off the guns, etc., all along the lines for hours. It really seems that the fighting is all around us. I am glad I
came but it certainly seems strange.
Wherever we go we very seldom meet anybody that can speak a word of English, and then if we go for a
walk about every few yards we are held up by a sentry and have to produce our passports.”
We get a lot of cases in here that only live a few hours. It seems terrible, they have not a person
belonging to them, and I wish I could speak French. It is certainly hard to nurse every sick patient when
you have to guess at what they want, and then not to be able to speak to them. Kindly and sympathize
with them. I think a kind word often means a lot.
Yesterday we had quite a lot of patients come in, 61. I could write for hours about how thy have been
treated, but you see, our letters are censored, and there are lots of interesting things we cannot tell.
The other day a man came and asked me what part of Canada I as from, so I told him not Canada, but
Newfoundland, he told me he knew Sir Edward P. Morris quite well, and how he had to study up about
the fisheries, for the Convention of the Hague. He was asking me about Newfoundland, and afterwards I
found out he was the Editor of the London Times.
We found an English newspaper today, and you should see the bunch get around it, it was about a
month old, but we read everything in it, even the advertisements. It was good to see something in
English.
I sent some cards home, hope they get them.
Love too all,
From your Loving daughter
Maysie

